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RESUMEN 

Se presenta un<.~ descripción general de las características de la ionosfera nocturna en Venus y 

del medio magnético y plasmático en su estela. Se sugiere que el carácter variable de hl ionos
fera nocturna es debido, en p<.~rtc, a condiciones de asimetría y variaciones temporales de la pe
netración viscosa del viento solar a la región d e la umbra Óptica atrás del t erminador planeta
rio. Además de los efectos de inducción , la presencia de flujos magnéticos asociados cnn el plas
ma solar debe contribuir a explicar la dcpend~.:ncia que ejerce el campo magnético interplaneta
rio sobre la geometría ma gnética dentro de la umbra Óptica. 

ABSTRACT 

A general description of the characteristics of the night side ionospherc of Venus and of the 
plasma and magnetic environmeiH in the near ~:ake is presented. It is suggested that the varia-

ble charactcr of the night side ionospherc should result, in part, from asymmctric conditions 
and time-dependent variations of the viscous penetration of the ionosheath flow into, thc um
hra, dcl\\·nstream from the planctary tcrminator. In ·addition to induction cffects, the prcsence 
of magnetic fluxes associated with thc intruding solar wind plasma should also contributc to 
explain thc observed dependen ce of the magnetic geon1C'try of the near wake on the in ter
planetary magnctic ficld. 

Instituto de Geo.ffsica, UNAM. 
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l. OBSERVATlONS OF THE NIGHT SIDE IONOSPHERE ANO PLASMA WAKE 

One of the outstanding results obtained from the Mariner 5 encounter 
w ith Venus was thc uetcction of a significant ionospheric eoneentration 
a hove thc nigh t si de hcmisphere. The re.sults of thc radio oceu)tation 
expcriment sh<nved, in faet, the existence of a well dt~fined ionospheric 
laycr situated at about 140 km abovc thc planct with a maximum elec
tron concentration of ""10

4 
cm-

3 
(Mariner Stanford grou p, .1967). F :u~ 

ther obscrvation carri<~d out .rluring the ;viarint~r lO encounter rPvealed 
thc existenct~ of two night side laycrs at"' 120 km and 140 km above 
thc planet w ith maximun electron con<:entrations of 7x 103 

cm -
3 

and 
9x] 03 cm -3 resp.(-~ctivcly (Fjeldho f'l al., 1975 ). The more recent radio 
occultation experiments of the Vf~nera 9 and 10 orbiters havt> confirm
ed the prcsenee of both layers and the (usually) smaller peak intensity 
of th<~ hH-ver one which in sorne oecasions is not present. A summary of 
thc Venera observations is rcproduced in Figure l (from Kddysh, 
1977). 

The most peculiar charaeteristic of the geometry of both ionospheric 
laytTS is thcir variahility as the maximun electron density is seen to 
fluctuatc~ up to a factor of fivc. Also significant is thcir persistent sharp
rwss which indicafes that the ions in thc region are heavy and cold. 
;\t the same time, the measured topside plas~a scale height is only of 
the order of "' S km so that the local eleetron density is seen to decrease 
to solar wind vaJues a few lens of kilometcrs above the peak of the 
upp(-~r laycr. 

The basic difficulty encountered whcn interpreting thc high dectron 
dcnsitiPs ohserved in thP- night side ionosphere lies in Lhc fact that the 
characte.ristie rccomhination time of the ions in the region is of thc or
d<~r of TI{"' Sx 102 sec (for tlw dissociative n~combination of CO~ )and 
hC'nce much smailer than the 4 day pt~riod characteristic of the rotation 
of thc upper atmosphere of V Pnus (Boycr, 1973). Consequently, thc 
supply of ionized material to the night side hemisphere should be main
ly provirlc~cl by local sources rather than by the lateral transport of day 
sirle ionization &cross thc terminator. ln this regard, McElroy and Stro
bel (1969) havt'. poin ted out that horizontal motions in the vicinity of 
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The day side ionosphcric peak ("' 140 km) cannot transport charged 
particles very far past the terrninator. Further penetration into the 
night side could . only proceed at higher altitud es provided diffusion 
processes could then bring thc ions downward to lower altitudes. 

In the early interpretation of the night side ionospheric profiles, it 
was recognized that the solar wind represents a potentially adequate 
source of energy and particle fluxes to sustain the observed electron 
densities. McElroy and Strobel (1969) estimated, in fact, that a (re
verse) planetward flux of approximately 10% of the undisturbed solar 
wind flux could be sufficient to account for the measured night side 
peak concentrations. At the same time, the effects of a smallleakage of 

solar wind particles across the optical umbra to the night side planetary 
atmosphere were examined by Hartle and Herman (see Bauer, 1973) 
who concluded that ah out l-2% of the solar wind energy would be re
quired to produce the observed electron density profiles. The reality of 
the assumed transport of solar wind particles to the vicinity of the night 
side atmosphere depends fundametally on the structure and dynamics 
of the planetary wake which were, at that time, unknown. Recent 
theoretical and experimental studies of the plasma and magnetic 
environment in this region have now revealed that such a transport can 
in fact proceed and that it is intimately connected with the overall 
configuration of the wake. 

The presence of an appreciablc component of solar wind particles 
within the planetary umbra can be theoretically predicted as a conse
quence of the viscous-like interaction of the solar wind with the ionos
pheric plasma at the planetary terminator (Pérez de Tejada and Dryer, 
1976 ). Considerations of conservation of mass flux within the iono
sheath flow suggest that about lO% of the solar wind flux must be 
forced into the wake from all around the planetary terminator (Pércz 
de Tejada, 1979). Plasma probe measurements carricd out with the 
Venera 9 and lO orbiters indicate that a plasma population with such 
characteristics is in fact present across a large section of the planetary 
umbra (Vaisberg et al., 1976 ~ Romanov et al., 1978), and that particle 
fluxes are scen to converge to the inncr regions of the wake at locations 
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about 3 planetary radii downstrcam from thc terminator ((;ringau:r, et 
al., 1.976a; Verigin e/: al., 1978). 

Thc observation of significant elcctron fluxes moving planétward in 
thc optical umbra was used by Gringau:r, el al. (1976b, 1977) to exam
ine the formation of the night side ionospheric layers through diwet 
dectron bombardment of the local atmosphere. By modeling thc ion 
production rate in a planar atmosphere consisting of co+2 rnolecules, 
these au thors concluded that the measured electron flux es in the 
umbra (""' 108 em-

2 
sec-

1 
with energies E ;:_ 300 e V) can adequately 

account for the accumulation of densities up to 104 cm-
3 

at the ob
servcd position of the upper ionospheric layer ("" 140 km). 

The effeets of cosmic rays, meteoric bombardment, and scattered Lcx 
radiation have also been examined to model the generation of the ob
served night si de ionospheric layers . .In particular, Butler and Chamber
lain (1976) noted that meteor ionization could also account for the 
peak ionospheric coneentations provided the local density of neu
tral particles is n

0
"' 101 2 

- 10 1 3 cm-
3

• Since sueh values oceur at 
lower altitudes than those required by the dectron bombardment 
(n0 "" 109 cm-

3
) it is possible that meteoric ionization could con tribute 

to the production of the lower night side ionospheric layer (Gringauz 
el al., 1977). It should be noted, however that the contribution of (yet 
undetccted) more energetic elcctrons (E> 300 e V) was not included in 
the calculations of thc collisional ioni:r,ation proccsses, and that they 
could also affect sensibly thc population and dynamics of both ionos
pheric layers. In this respect, Chen and Nagy (1978) havc presented thc 
results of independent calculations of night side .ionospheric densities 
produced by more encrgetic electron fluxcs. They conc1ude that the ob
serw~d plasma densitics at an altitude of"' 140 km can also be obtained 
by assuming a total downward flux of"' 106 cm-2 scc-

1 
atan energy of 

700 ev. 

TI . WAKE DYNAMICS ANO ITS EFFECTS ON THE NIGHT SIDE IONOSPHERE 

a} Magnetic Fields Úl. the Wake 

J':ven though it is fairly dear that the partide fluxcs detcctt~d in thc 
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plantetary umbra can account for the observed ionization of the night 
side atmosphere, the overall description of how such fluxes are 
generated and directed towards the planet awaits intense theoretical 
and experimental examination .. Thus, studies of the origin, acceleration, 
and spatial location of these fluxes will prove essential to the unders
tanding of the detailed dynamics of the night side ionosphere. The 
present view of the geometry and structure of the plasma wake, assem
bled from current theoretical and experimental research, appears 
to be consistent enough to permit a preliminary qualitative description 
of correlated events which could result in the formation of the night 
side ionosphere. First of all, it is necessary to point out that the pla
netary umbra is not devoid of magnetic fluxes, but that an appre
ciable magnetic field intensity exists throughout the wake. Early 
estimates of the planetary magnetic moment indicated that the mag
netic field intensity in the vicinity of the planet would not be much 
higher than that of the solar wind in freestream conditions (Dolginov 
et al., 1969). The re-examination of such calculations proved, howev
er, that the magnetic field at the pJanetary surface could be as high as 
30-y (Russell, l976a). 

H.ecent experimental observations carried out with the Venera 9 and 
lO orbiters revealed that the magnetic fieJd in the wake is, in fact, of 
the order of 10-20 )' (Dolginov et al., 1977). The origin of this fieJd has 
not been established even though its configutarion in the far wake re
sembles that of the geomagnetic tail fie]d: i.e. the magnetic field vector 
is essentially parallel to the Sun-Venus axis and exhibits a well-defined 
reversa] in its direction (from anti-sunward in the northern hemisphere 
to sunward in the southern hemisphere). Dolginov et al. (1977) report, 
in addition, that the magnetic field configuration in the near-wake does 
not conform with that expected for a planet-rooted field, but appears 
to be controlled (in sign and direction) by the interplanetary magnetic 
field. Current interpretation of this dependence has been directed to 
the evaluation of the magnetic field a~sociated with the electric currents 
induced in the ionosphere by the solar wind (Eroshenko, 1978). The 
apparent irregular and variable geometry of the magnetic field in the 

5 
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near wake appears to be most suit1ble. to the development of electron 
bonbardment -events in the night side atmosphere. As pointed out by 
Gringauz et al. (1977), it is desirable that the magnetic field above the 
night side ionosphere not maintain a stable orientation parallel to the 
surface, as this would prevent the incidence of low energy electrons to 
the upper atmospheric layers. 

Another important aspect of the dynamics of the plasma wake which 
must be considered in connection with its magnetic configuration con
cerns the very presence of interplanetary magnetic fluxes associated 
with the ionosheath flow forced into the planetary umbra. Within the · 
framework of the predicted viscous deflection of the solar wind flow 
behind the terminator, it is also contemplated that the magnetic field in 
the umbra must accomodate the magnetic flux of the intruding plasma 
(Pérez de Tejada et al., 1977). This concept provides a natural explana
tion for the observed dependence of the magnetic field in the planetary 
umbra on the interplanetary magnetic field, and exposes its predicted 
complexity. Thus,, in addition to a stable planetary component, the 
presence of the interplanetary magnetic field together with the ionos
phere-induced magnetic field will render a highly variable magnetic 
configuration which will exhibit marked temporal and spatial changes 
in intensity and vector orientation. An order-of-magnitude estímate of 
the total magnétic flux forced into the umbra by the viscous interac
tion at the flank regions of the ionosphere can be derived by following 
the calculations of Pérez de Tejada (1979) on the total mass flux de
fect exhibited by the Mariner 5 plasma probe measurements. The com
parison of this data with the inviscid flow calculations of Spreiter et al. 
(1970) indicates, in fact, that the measured velocity values in the 
ionosheath are deficient on the average by ahout l0%with respect to 
the predicted values. This amount, which implies a total mass flux of 

2 6 -1 
"' lO sec , can satisfactorily account for the observed velocity and 
density values of the plasma in the umbra and thus provides a simple 
interpretation of the origin of this plasma. 

Since the total amount of mass flux forced into the umbra is equiva
lent to that present in an annulus of undisturbed ionosheath flow 
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(n=4 cm-
3

, U¡=SOO km/see) with externa! and infernal radii Re= lO 000 
km and Ri = 9 000 km, respective] y, we can estímate the total mag

netic flux expected in thc umbra by eaJculating that associated with 

sur.h an annulw; of material. The total amount of magnetic flux in 

the annulw.:; i1' 

where R¡ = 1 2')' in the magnetie field in the ionosheath. Sin ce. this magne

tic flux should he equivaJent to that assoeiaterl with the ionosheath 

plasma forced into the umbra, the magnetic fielcl in the umbra pro

duced by this effeet should be give.n by: 

FB 
Bu = -----~ 3 'Y • 

· rrl{i 

E ven though a slightly larger value ('--- S-6"1) would aJso be pred icted by 

assuming that the intruding ionosheath flow oceupies only the outer 

region of the wake, it is evident that such a component eannot account 

for the totality of the magnetie field intensity detected in the umbra. 

lts presence, however, m ay be essential to understand thr spatiaJ and 

time-dependent behavior of the magnetie geometry of the w ake. 

Befare diseussing the possible eonsequences of this geometry on the 

local partiele population, it is first necessary to note that across a Jarge 

seetion of the pJanetary umbra (particularly in its outer region) the Jo

eaJ flow conditions of the solar wind mixed with pJanetary ions remain 
super alfvenie. Throughout this region, the plasma should behave no 
differently than in tht> ionosheath even though its velocity and density 

may be signifieantly reduced. In the inner region of the wake, on the 

other hand, the kinctic energy density shouJd become smaller than the 

magnetic energy dt~nsity so that the plasma and magnetie environment 

may reRemble that of the carth 's magnetosphere. lt is in this region of 
tlw w ake where the eomplexity of the magnetic geometry m ay pro ve 
c ~Hsr ntial to the acceleration of the ]oca] plasma. 
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h) l·,'.f{'ects on f hr /,o<'al Plasmn 

In anaJogy with the magnetic and plasma dynamics of the earth·'s mag
netic tail~ we should expeet that proeesses similar to plasma sheet ex

pansions and substorm events be present as ln~lJ in the inner regions of 
the Venusian ,..-ake. H.ussell (1 976h) has, in fact, interpreted certain 
fJ uctuations of t he magnetic field measured by the Venera 9 1s indi
eative of fieJd-aligm ... d currents associated with a plasma sht~et expansion 
within the wake. [tis most important to realize, however, that the loca
tion of the regions where these events take place ,..,¡11 be far more vari
able on Venus t han in th<~ earth 's magnetotail. ln fact, the con tinuous 
distortion of the planetary fieid by ionospheric currents and by the in
t.ruding interplanetary magnetic field should result in a time-dependent 
asymmetric orientation of the local magnetic field vector. Breus (1 978) 
reports, in this regard, that the . Venera 9 ancl 1 O observ ations ind icate 
that no single pofarity holds steadily in the southern hemisphere of the 
wake, hut that the eomponent directed along the Sun- Venus axis is 
¡.;een lo exhibit different directions as a function of time. These observa
tiom; seem to indicate that the region of magnetie reversa] in the near 
wake may exeeute continuous spatial displacements across the umbra 
and that the magnetic fidd orientation in the inner regions of the wake 
simply reflects this dispJacement. A d irect consequence of this behav
ior is the eonclusion that tht-> position of the region where reconnec
t.ion of magnetic field lines may oceur will also be affected by conti
nuous spatial disphtcements across the umbra. This could affect, in an 
asymmetric manner, the entire cross seetional area of the near-wake as 
represented schematicalJy in Figure 2: Note that the suggested geo
metry differs from that usually associated with the earth's magrietos
phere in that magnetic reconnection processes may not be operative in 
the dayE:ide hemisphere. In Venus, the planetary magnetic field present 
in the ionm~phere should be partially shielded from the interplanetary 
magnetic fidd by the ionopause and by electric currents induced in the 
ionosphere by the solar wind. Thus, we can pieture the interplanetary 
magnetic field lines as being effectively draped around the ionospheric 
obstacle and at the same time distorted as the ionosheath flow is laterally 
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forr.ed into the umbra. The variable charactt'r of the magne:tie geom~try 
in the nf>ar-wake should result from the combined aetion of tht~ follow 

ing factors. i) asymmetries assoeiated with the orientation of the pla
netary dipoJe field; ii) asymmetries due to thc time-df>penrlent t•lec
tric currcnts induced in the ionosphere by the solar wind; iii) a dawn
dusk asymmetry of the efficieney of the viscous interaction bet\-Veen 
the solar wind and the ionospherie plasma, caused by differences in the 
thermaJ and dynamic state of the ionosheath flow around the planeta
ry terminator. This Jatter condition will also be complieate:d by the pre
sence of an induced magnetic field m; noted in ii ahove. P~rez de Tejada 
(1979) argued~ in this regard, that the viscous mixing between tht· solar 
wind and the ionosphcrie plasma can be significantly reduced if a strong 
local magnetic field exists in the ionosphere at tht> tt>rminator. The 
possible generation of a magnetic barrier in front of the dayside iono
pause, as suggested by Dessler (1968), could have important (:onst>
quenees on the latitudinal geometry of üw. viscous boundary layer at and 
behind the terminator. This could explain the oeeasional ahsence of the 
mixing region in thc wake as reported by Romanov el al. (1977). 

The overall imp]icatio.n of these concepts, insofar as t.ht-~ formation of 
the night side ionosphere is concerned, is that the acet>ss of energetie 
particlt> f]uxes to the upper atmospht>ric layers wiJJ bt>:, toa large extent, 
controUed by the geometry and dynamics of the plasma wakt~ and the 
ionosheath flow. Thus, the precipitation of particle fhne:-; f.o tht>: night 
side hr.misphere a]ong magnetic fielcl lines should proceed under condi
tions similar to those encountered in thc auroraJ zones of. the earth, 
except that in the present case it may affect even the equatoria] region~ 
of the planet. 

Experimental evidence in support of the sporadic oceurrenee of pe
culiar condjtions in the wake is available from the magndic and plasma 
data analysis of the Mariner 10 measurements. Yeates et al. (1978) re
port, in fact, the deteetion of two different plasma regimes in the op
tical umbra. One is charaeterized by high bulk speed.s and high den
sities, and has been associated with the behavior of the predicted vis
cous plasma wakt·. Alternating with this regime, periods of lower buJk 
speeds, lower drnsitie.s and high values of magnt>tic varianee are also de-
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tccted. The intermittent charaeter of these Iatter conrlitions has made 
difficult their interpretation even though a tentative identification in 
terms of an inner plasma bounded by a tangential diseontinuity has 
heen suggested. Y ea tes et al. ( 1978) eondude that these periods of dis
turhed conditions appear to he eorrelated with spt;eific orientations of 
lhe local magnetie field and that they may result from the: aeeelera
t.ion of deetrom; clase to where they are detected. The local accclera
tion of particles in the wake has also heen inferred from the ohserva
tion of sporadie energetie ion flux es (E> 2 kev) cl~ep within the umhra 
((;ringauz Pt al., J 976a). These particles are not ohserved in the iono
¡;heath or in the penumbra! regions of the wake and thus reflect eondi
tion~ peeuliar to proeesses operating only in the deep umhra. Also sig
nifican! are the results of the magnetic data analysis of the \llariner lO 
rneasurements carried out hy Lepping and Behannon (1978). Aecording 
to these authors, he periods of disturhed plasma ronditions resported 
by Yeates et al. (1978) are roincident with the detedion of quasiturbu
Jent magnetic conditions in the wake. They suggest that the:se obser
vations correspond to a region in the deep umbra where the magnetic 
gcometry changes configuration in response to changes in the inter
plandary magnetie field and solar wind. 

These various observations provide strong evidenee that peculiar 
time-dt~pendent proeesses take place deep within the optical umbra. 
The variable charaeter of the \'Íscous-flow behavior of the ionosheath 
plasma as it pene: trates into tht~ u mbra represents, as noten ah ove, a me
chanism whieh ~houJd regulate the control that the solar wind exerts 
on the local plasma and magm~tic field. The in-situ measurements to 
he made '' ith the Pioneer Venus spacecrafts will provide a more com
prehensive knowlF-dge of the correlation existing between the magnetic 
geometry in the umbra and the plasma and magnetic conditions in the 
ionosheath flow. 
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Fig. l. Night side ionospheric electron concentration variations from the radio occultation 
measurements for different solar zenith angles Z0 (from Keldysh, 1977). 

Bow Shock 

Mixed Solar Wind and 
lonospheric Plasma 

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of a possible magnetic geometry in the Venusian wake. The 
diagram shows the projection of the magnetic field lines on the plane formed by the magnetic 
dipole axis and the sun-Venus line. 
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